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Ursula K. Le Guin
The literary world has been
mourning the death of Ursula K.
Le Guin who died recently, aged 88.
David Mitchell, the author of
“Cloud Atlas” talks about his
favourite novel.
“In “A Wizard of Earthsea”,
published in 1968, Ursula K. Le Guin
created one of literature’s most fully
formed fantasy worlds. Growing up,
I adored “A Wizard of Earthsea”,
Le Guin’s slim but muscular 1968
novel, which I read and reread until
my ratty old paperback copy
prequired emergency surgery, and I
still have a precious memory of
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getting to the last page for the
umpteenth time, staring at the final
line – “and Yarrow ran to meet them,
crying with joy” – and realising with a
giddy clarity that being a goalkeeper
or inventor or forester was yesterday’s
news, and that I had to be a writer and
nothing else would do. I yearned to do
to other people what “A Wizard of
Earthsea” had just done to me – even
if I couldn’t articulate exactly what
that was. First, there is the titular
wizard himself. Ged is a superb
creation, by any measure, and was the
arch mage of my bookshelf even before
he became the arch mage of Earthsea.
He was by far the easiest wizard to
relate to, and the least derivative I
knew. Earthsea is a fantasy world, and
proud of it, but Earthsea is also a
human world – with trade-routes, local
politics, class hierarchies, infant
mortality, abuse, addiction and
slavery. Ursula Le Guin used language
as power and this idea is a delicious
one for writers and readers as well as
wizards, and is one place where Ged’s
world and ours intersect. Le Guin’s
words are magical. Drink this magic
up. Drown in it. Dream it.”
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Essex Book Awards, 2018
This is the first year WHSG has attended the Essex Book Awards. On 13th March
eight top readers from Years 8 and 9 visited the Essex Outdoors Centre in
Danbury, along with five of the authors, as part of the 100 or so students attending
from Essex schools.
Since attending the launch in October, the girls have been reading the six books
shortlisted for the Book of the Year, submitting reviews and voting for their
favourite book.
Each author gave a short talk on what inspired them to write their novel, followed
by a lively Q&A including the question to Stewart Foster on “Why he had used a
Justin Bieber song in his book?”. Blushing, he answered, ‘because I liked it’.
All the authors agreed that writing is the same as any skill; it takes practice and it
improves with time…and a very good editor! They said that writing a book could
take one year, or 10 years, from the first sentence to the published book and that
no one uses the same process. Characters and plotlines grow and evolve, even
surprising the author sometimes in the direction they take. They all agreed that
writers start writing at school, after which it develops into a passion.
May Wang of 8.4 won the best review of The Starman And Me, and was presented
with her certificate and book tokens by the author Sharon Cohen.
After an improvised ‘drum roll’, Stewart Foster was announced the winner of this
year’s Book of the Year with All The Things That Could Go Wrong, loudly rewarded by
cheering from the audience.
Everyone had the opportunity to buy their own copy of the books, which the
authors happily signed.
After lunch, the girls topped off their day by conquering their fears and the cold
and taking to the zip wire.
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May Wang – Winner of the Best Review of The Starman
and Me
The Starman and Me by Sharon Cohen is a captivating book. From the
very start when Kofi notices something strange on a roundabout, he
realises that the very strange creature Rorty Thrutch's life depended on
the very ordinary boy, who lived with ordinary parents with a gang of
bullies following to school with him every day and a very peculiar best
friend Janie, him. When Kofi realises that Rorty was hunted by the dad of
a weedy boy who is also a greedy get-what-he-wants professor he knew
that no matter what he had to save Rorty. What lies beyond leads him
into jeopardy and life-threatening journeys to save the very first existence
of the homo sapiens. The author has captured the very fact that there is
hope of our evolution and how mysterious something may be, there
sometimes isn't a scientific explanation. She has shown the true meaning
of what links trust and has shown that sometimes you have to take risks
to save another risk from being vulnerable.
The very first book I read for the Essex Book Awards and I really enjoyed
how it was structured. The use of Rorty's bad literature gives a sense of
confusion to the story and sometimes gives us a feeling that the
language is more to what comes out of the mouth.
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Photo Collage Of The Day
'Why did I use a Justin Bieber
song in my book?' 'Because I
liked it!' admits Stewart Foster

A quick photo opportunity with the authors: Mitch Johnson, Sharon
Cohen, Danny Weston, Stewart Foster and Catherine Barter
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The main reason most people read fiction is to fall in love with great characters. We can’t do without our heroes and
heroines. Imagine Twilight without Edward and Bella? Or The Hunger Games without Katniss Everdeen? The characters
we really yearn for are those who overcome huge odds to achieve something amazing. Below are 12 top tips from
award-winning author Cliff McNish for creating fantastic heroes and heroines in your own stories.
Tip 1 – Heap huge problems on them right from the start.
When we first meet Harry Potter, J K Rowling has already dumped a whole world of problems on him: his parents are
dead, he lives on hand-me-downs, the Dursleys are nasty to him, he has a disfiguring scar – oh and Lord Voldemort, the
darkest and most powerful wizard in the world, is trying to kill him! Always, always get big sympathy for your
hero/heroine by giving them really big problems to deal with from the outset. The bigger the problems, the better.
Plunge them into terrible trouble. If you do that the reader will start desperately wanting them to get out of that
trouble as well.
Tip 2 – Keep building up the pressure!
In Stormbreaker, Alex Rider starts off by losing his last living relative and almost being killed in a car dumpster yard. But
Alex Horowitz skilfully builds the pressure from that point. He throws at Alex garrotting bikers, poisonous jellyfish and
professional killers. By the end of the novel the combined forces of Herod Sayle Enterprises are all trying to destroy him.
Even if you’re writing comedy, never relent the pressure for long. Ideally each pressure event in your story should be
bigger than the last as well, until at the end your hero/heroine is alone, facing the worst possible pressure, against
enemies that have never looked more powerful.
Tip 3 – Give them a noble desire.
All great heroines and heroes at some point give up something they want personally for the greater good. In Twilight
Edward dearly wants to taste Bella’s blood. Instead he chooses to deny himself and protect her with his own life. In
the final battle scene of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone Voldemort offers to bring Harry Potter’s parents
back if he’ll join him. When Harry (already half dead at this point) says no, sacrificing his most personal desire, and
instead stands and fights because it is the right thing to do, he achieves true hero status.
Tip 4 – Provide at least one very powerful enemy to confront.
Where would Roald Dahl’s Matilda be without Miss Trunchbull? Or Bella and Edward without the James Clan? Great
villains help us to identify much more strongly with heroes.

Tip 5 – Give them a sense of humour.
We’re prepared to forgive villains a great deal if they make us laugh. It works doubly so for our heroes. Keeping them
seeing the amusing side whatever happens. Plus, when they can still smile under pressure, it shows their inner
strength.
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Tip 6 – Make them doubt themselves.
Real heroines and heroes aren’t sure they can cope. Their self-doubt makes them more human, more believable. It also
makes it harder for them to overcome their problems, so the triumph when they do so is even greater. In Twilight
Edward doubts he can restrain himself from drinking Bell’s blood. In The Story of Tracy Beaker Tracy can’t even admit to
herself that she is struggling. She cries all the time, but pretends the cause is just hay fever. The greatest heroes are very
human indeed – and that is why we love it when they succeed.
Tip 7 – Give them a dark side.
Harry Potter speaks parceltongue, linking him to Voldemort. In Twilight, Edward is a real vampire with an intense desire
to drink human blood. Tracy Beaker has so many behavioural problems that she is constantly messing up her chances of
happiness. We love our heroes to be struggling with powerful issues of their own – when they are their own worst
enemies!

Tip 8 – Have them help the defenceless and the weak.
Real heroes constantly place themselves in danger to help others. In The Hunger Games Katniss Everdeen volunteers to
enter the games to save her little sister. In Lord of the Rings every single member of the Fellowship repeatedly puts his
own life in danger to protect Frodo, the ringbearer.

Tip 9 – Make them brave enough to overcome their worst fear.
We love characters who are physically brave. But far more important than that is that at some point your hero or
heroine has to be brave enough to confront their worst fear and overcome it. Tracy Beaker’s greatest fear is that her
mum will never come back for her at the children’s home. In the end she accepts that her mum doesn’t care enough
about her to ever return. It’s amazingly brave of Tracy to admit that to herself. After waiting so long, it is the bravest
possible thing that she could possibly do. What’s your hero/heroine’s worst fear? What is the hardest thing for them to
do?
Tip 10 – Keep them modest.
Sam Gamgee in Lord of the Rings just wants to go back home to Hobbiton and lead the quiet life of a gardener. He
never boasts, just quietly does the right thing. Keep your hero humble. As part of this, make sure they always have a
deep regard for other people’s feelings, especially those people that are usually ignored. We love this in a character.
Tip 11 – Give them a talent.
Harry Potter is superb at magic, especially the dark arts. In The Hunger Games, Katniss Everdeen’s gifts for foraging and
hunting are what keeps her alive. Even apparently normal Bella in Twilight discovers she has the unique talent of being
able to prevent vampires using their powers. We truly love our heroes/heroines to be unusually good at something.
Tip 12 – Ensure they grow as characters.
By daring to confront Voldemort, Harry Potter becomes much stronger than the schoolboy who was scared to confront
the Dursleys at the beginning of book 1. By the end of The Secret Garden, Mary Leonard has brought happiness back to
a family and is no longer the selfish, spiteful girl she was at the start. By confronting their worst fears and their
enemies they’ve become someone we can deeply admire, someone the reader wants to be themselves. If you do the
same with the characters in your own stories, readers will love you for it.

Text copyright ©Cliff McNish 2017
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Holly Smale Visit
Monday, 26th March, 2018
After the disappointment of the first scheduled visit being cancelled because of the snow,
Holly finally arrived for her much anticipated visit to The Library. A packed day of talks and
workshops had been planned.
Holly’s visit got off to an enthusiastic start with a talk to year 8 (or half of them at least!).
The theme of Holly’s talk was based on how her life experiences shaped her writing. Holly
turned out to be as funny in real life as her Geek Girl series of books. She described how she
had been obsessed with stories from a remarkably young age. She recounted how she felt
when she first heard the story “The Faraway Tree” by Enid Blyton and the effect it had on
her. Holly had a very rough time at her senior school. However, she used her memories of
how she felt as a teenager to write and used her experiences both at school, and as a model,
as the seed for the idea for the Geek Girl series. Holly reiterated that whilst 95% of the
scenes were totally imaginary, all of the emotions were real.
The Q & A at the end covered everything and anything! “Daily writing targets?” (6000 words
a day, rarely met), “Inspiration for specific characters?” (Richard is based on Holly’s Dad),
“Favourite musical?” (Les Misérables or Cats), “Chocolate of choice?” (Chocolate Orange).
At lunchtime, with books pre-purchased for signing, students of all years waited in line to
meet Holly who, with a Sharpie at the ready, scribbled tirelessly to make sure that everyone
was seen.
After lunch, Holly led a creative writing workshop with selected students from year 8. Holly
led the students through the structure of writing a story. The result went something like
this……. “Under Pressure” was a horror story set in a parallel universe. The two main
protagonists, Phoenix and Aries were going about their normal day when something out of the
ordinary happened!! A shape shifting spirit called Pressure entered the scene and changed
everything. This was followed by a quest to find out what had happened. Phoenix and Aries
were surprised by what they found and then had to make a critical choice about what they
did next. The climax of the story was the part of the story where really exciting things
happened! But, don’t worry, Phoenix and Aries put things right and all was then resolved!
TA! DAH!!
Holly proved to be a very entertaining, warm and engaging guest. Her passion for writing
shone through. A thoroughly enjoyable day. Thank you Holly!
#hollysmale
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Boxed Quotes
Place these ten boxes in the empty grid to reveal a quote from Bram Stoker’s “Dracula” reading from left to right and row to row. Words continue
from the right side to the start of the next line down and the black squares indicate the ends of words.
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All of the above are available to borrow from the Library now
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LIBRARY STUFF
Remember…….Ssh
hhhhhhhhh
The Library is a
QUIET ZONE

Be one of our
“Top Readers”
Borrow lots!
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Easter 2018 “Catch Me Reading” Winner
Drawn and presented by Dr Hayman, congratulations
go to Jada John of 7.5 for ‘being caught reading’.
She received a £10 Waterstones book voucher.
The competition is on between Years 7 and 8 for the
student most likely to be ‘caught reading’, with
Year 8 pipping Year 7s to the post at 21 to 17!
Years 9 and 10 are way behind with just 3 and 1
respectively.
“Catch Me Reading” is a reading initiative to reward
reading outside of the classroom, during break or
lunchtime. If a member of staff ‘catches’ you
reading they will give you a slip to complete and
post in the “Catch Me Reading” box in the Library.
Good luck to next term’s winner.

‘April hath put a spirit of
youth in everything.’
—William Shakespeare
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Monthly new book titles for April
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Quiz Answers
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